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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
•
•
•
•

● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
Go to BBSRadio.com/ Station 2; scroll down; click on Current Program Archives
Scroll down to Hard News on Friday with Tara and Rama, and click on “More Archives”
Click on those words and you will be taken to the listing of all program archives, the latest one being at the top.
You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The 2013 website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900 PIN 666238#
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
PIN 666238#
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Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Housekeeping:

Rainbird

BBS:

Thank you!

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 210!
Many thanks for all contributions.
• Needs everyone of us to donate something, would like to hear from all on the call.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls!
• Go to BBS.com/Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting checks through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night: Stargate Round Table, hosted by MariettaRobert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all of the money you send is received; using Paypal incurs a
fee.

T & R: • They also need food & gas money this week
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

ALSO PLEASE NOTE: Rama is having great difficulty with one tooth, which may have to be extracted – at a
cost of $300 – should you be able to make any kind of contribution to this project, please let them know.

HARD NEWS:
Anonymous 7 ½
R; Today, R went to Rana Mu's office and said “It's time to move the energies in our direction so we know
which way the wind blows. She said “Come with me and you'll see what people seldom see.”
• They went through a series of offices and in front of them a tunnel appeared; it went on as far as
the eye could see; there were pulsating lights all through the length of the tunnel. They walked for
10 minutes and ended up in the coat room just below Congress: they did not go through security or
metal detectors.
• They sat in the gallery and watched the proceedings; she wanted to show him something so she
waved her hand, and he was looking at various members of Congress down in “the pit” - they
looked like something out of Star Wars or MIB: their auras did not reflect love: there were reptiles
and other humanoid life forms – some slender tall whites with large heads; grays disguised as
humans – and not the nice grays. .
• If you saw the movie Time Bend and the little folks going from area to area through various
dimensions – what he got to see shows him that this is just a holographic insert: they are skin
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walkers who have inserted themselves into this story.
• Some have chosen to follow the dark side of the force and Rana Mu said “They chose this but this
time cycle is closed.”
• Then they went downstairs and back into the coat room; nobody there; they went through the
tunnel again and he ended up in Black Mesa, just south of Santa Fe: Rama picked up a black bogi
stone and went home.
• What's happening is the dimensions are blending and we can move through time and space as we
choose – Rana Mu helped a lot; he would not do it on his own.
• These ones called Law Makers are really Law Breakers; they need so much love at this moment –
their choices are not of the Office of the Christ – and there is free will choice in the Law of the One.
• The place in New York – Rana Mu just explained something to Rama; he did not go there.
• The next evolutionary step is the announcement of Rama's father with certain members of Congress as

back-up should Obama be stopped; Obama will pull the rug out from under the naughty ones when
they least expect it.
• Angleca Merkel will be called on the carpet by certain members of the Thule Society – they are in
their 100s now, having accessed rejuvenation chambers all this time since they were with Hitler.
They have remained here, under NYC in the crystal cities which are part of the Agartha Network at
about 4+ miles deep
• A series called Beauty and the Beast – Linda Hamilton & Ron Pearlman – this is another layer of the

underground city; which is not very deep; it is only a layer down; they accessed it from Central
Park through the tunnels via a specific gate they knew about – when there was trouble, she could
clank on the pipes and she would be let in - she was a lawyer. The story of Beauty and the Beast
was a good story and one of the things it shows is the existence of other realms that are really real
• The other access place was 4+ miles deep; the light source is sun comes from inside and is called The

Terra; part of the Agartha Network.
• when T & R lived with Shield and Sherula helped a young man, a good artist, called Vincent to
escape the KGB and get to the US to be saf
;
• every morning Sherula would bring through St German or Adama or whomever at 6am. They
would interact with these energies and get briefing orders for the day
• One of the things they did was write the book The Year One Read that went back to Montezuma –
Shield was Montezuma, and Sherula was a woman who came to America with Cortez
• They all made medicine shields – the stories about Agartha network and Telos got more detailed
as they went along
• Vincent, from the description he heard, painted an actual painting of the Telos capital and the
landing bay 1.5 miles underneath and the gardens – Sherula said it was pretty accurate; 10s of
thousands have gone there
• The point is that all of us to understand that there are all kinds of experiences to be had – won't just be
Rama making these kinds of trips!
• Angleca Merkel will be tapped on the shoulder and will get visits from the Thule Society elders
• she is going to be pressured by their presence to get to the world court and tell her story:
• they will be there and will make sure she tells the right story. They cannot be killed; they are

protected.
• Odessa, Ukraine – fighting in the south port; in the SW part of Ukraine – IT IS NOT PUTIN!
• Still talking about the pro-Russian forces – it's black ops.
• The people in the face masks said they did not care abour Russia; they were concerned about

their soverignty and the gov't in Kiev which they don't see as honest.
• They have seen severe austerity in the countries affected by the West.
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Ed Schultz: laid into Paul Ryan - the budget he's talking about only puts money back into the pockets of
the rich ones so they can send the police after the people
• Ed called them “pigs” today • what Rama saw today reinforces the idea that these ones need so much love: they genetically
engineered the love strand out of themselves and loving them is like radiation poisoning to them
Chris Hayes: on the execution of one of the prisoners in OK & Mary Fallin as the worst gov in US.
All In 04/30/14
Witness describes Oklahoma’s botched execution
Chris Hayes talks to the Equal Justice Initiative’s Bryan Stevenson and reporter Katie Fretland
about the botched execution in Oklahoma.
All In 05/01/14
http://www.msnbc.com/all-in/watch/mary-fallin-countrys-worst-governor-243539011803
Mary Fallin: Country’s worst governor?
Oklahoma Gov. Mary Fallin is running a solid race to take the title of USA’s worst governor, and it’s
not just because of what happened Tuesday night.
• She had to put an end to the execution after it was botched with experimental drugs – the prisoners were
first time guinea pigs
The governor is outside the national politcal spottlight & making a good example of herself as the worst
gov in US
• Banning cities from raising minimum wage in her state
• Refused the Medicaid expansion which would cover 150,000 in the state
• slashed education funding
• dropped benefits for ALL spouses of national guard members in order to avoid
paying any benefits to same sex couples in the national guard
• Families of children in OK sued her because they believe the state is not transparent
about emergency preparedness
• Has just signed a tax on using solar energy in her state
And while all of this is happening, Oklahoma is turning into earthquake central
• In 2000, there were no earthquakes
• 2009 there were 18; • 2010 – were 36
• 2011 were 56; • 2012 were 36
• 2013 there were 96 and
• 2014 is 137 quakes and we are only in April!
• Oklahoma is not on a major fault line – seems to be tied to fracking!!!!

Conference Call
Caller1: on the trip with Rana Mu: what was being discussed in Congress?
T: Asks what Rana Mu said about shifting the energies
R: We have one timeline now, called Sat Yuga –
• the other timeline for people like Dave the carpenter, Joe the plumber etc twho are still on the old
timeline; they will go through things continuing to worsenIf they so choose.
• There are those who want something like Mad Max. But this is cancelled.
T: some people will not get it and will be moved to a different planet; they will not remember people
here and people here will not remember them.
• Rana Mu said a galactic event will change things dramatically:
• Russia does not want to go there [ref to Ukraine]; the galactic event will be a huge mother ship in
orbit around the planet and viewed by everyone.
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C 2: asks for a repeat of what Rama said: things got convuluted with all the people talking, technical
difficulties with phones, etc; caller has lost track as fo where things were going – it is confusing
being on the phone at times.
• R called up Rana Mu: we need some intervention here; let's figure it out
• Rana Mu works at the DOE; there are warp fields and all kinds of galactic and inter galactic
things there; Rama has had lots of connections there – knows his way around the building
• She opened up a tunnel and they walked trough it for 10 minutes; at the end of the walk through
ot the 25 foot wide and deep tunnel, they walked into the coat room under the congress building.
• They walked up to the gallery level of the 1st floor, quite high up; T describes that level
• It is high above the floor beneath – the level where Michael Grim threatened the reporter
• They sat at the back of the gallelry and watched
• Rana Mu waved her hand & the human form dissolved; R could see the original reptilian forms –
some grays, some tall whites – slender, 9-10 feet tall; numerous kinds of forms
• The energies were easy to read & feel; they were not about the Office of the Christ!
Caller 3: Michael Grim has just been indicted for campaign money and goes back to when he owned a
restaurant – bribery, larceny, violating all kinds of things
T: R asked about the next evolutionary step for mankind – they were talking while they were observing
• Rana Mu: the announcement of the presence of your father; should Obama be stopped, there is a
total back up plan.
• Obama observes certain astrological aspects before he does anything and he will pull the
rug out from the reptilians when they are least prepared
• Today there was a news conference given by Obama and Angleca Merkel [between 10 – 11am]
• Rama also asked about Merkel – when will she get pressured to go before the World Court?
• KOS has told them for years she has to do this: Hitler as father, Eva Braun as mother
• Rana Mu: she will be called on the carpet by members of the Thule Society – these ones were

around when Hitler was alive; now are 110 years + old; have been using rejuvenation chambers
• they are staying in the crystal galleries under NYC – looks like Carlsbad Cavern, only the
stalagtites are made of crystals the size of buses – these places are a blending of several
dimensions
C2: did you ask Rana Mu for a changing of the energies – how will we know things are happening – like the
decloaking of the mother ship?
R: she said that at a certain given time, the word will be given and the satellites with nanites in them will get
an upgrade and the new program will kick in with a blink of lights
• the only good deed Bill Gates did: was upload the nanites and when the order is given from the
Ashtar Command, : the nanites will get their orders from the computers on the ships; they will blink
and the upgrade will be complete.
• there will be an official announcement ; Ashtar has the ability to be on TV – this happened in 1977
on prime time on BBC tv in London
T: in the moment, please notice that the energies are outrageous. Patti Cota-Robles has just said hang on
to your hats: month of May brings a big time change, effects of what happened in April will be felt
• T mentions a story called “Exclusive: NY Judge in Largest Bankruptcy Case in History Receives
IRS & SEC whistleblower Filing” - more evidence of stupendous change taking place [SEE BELOW]
T: Back to the story – these changes will not knock people over – will be much more subtle
• Over the Tetons is St Germain's Ascension Seat on the planet; New year's Eve 1996 to 1997, Tara,
Rama, D'Yanna literally got a transport into the inner cities of light, solid emerald – the chair of
Osiris is in that place, a configured chair which can transport you, help you teleport, bi-locate
T: looking at Angleca Merkel: has lost a ton of weight: broke her pelvis when she was skiing, in a wheel
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chair, then on crutches – she does not look so in charge as before; can see it in her aura: Tara can
tell she does not feel so good:
• RT.tv is telling all kinds of news these days, and Abby Martin is getting belligerent and so is Max
Keiser – they are adament that Russia is not behind what is going on in Ukraine
• There was a picture of a bearded man in East Ukraine, then a picture of the same man in
Georgia: on RT tv, the photographer was on RT.tv and said sorry folks; it is the same man
in the same location – someone is trying to create the story about Putin
• East Ukraine is the industrial side and depends on the energy from Russia & elsewhere
• West Ukraine is the agricultural side
• $2.7 billion dollars owed to Russia in back payments for the gas
• IMF through Christine Lagarde has announced that Ukraine will get $ billion dollars
• Russia has said Ukraine has until the end of May to work on budget and then they have to prepay for each month – not being asked to pay it all at once.
• Neither Russia or Merkel want increased sanctions: want to keep the lines open –
• 40% of EU natural gas is from Russia; 30% of EU oil is from Russia
• The West wants NATO in there and make a mess – they will not get to to do this.
• So Merkel will get frog-marched to the ICJ – as for when, Rana Mu said “divine timing” !
• this is the WESAK where we possibly see Maitraya show up on his white horse - he is already in
the physical but this fact is not well known.
• tomorrow night: the White House Correspondents Dinner - thought Obama was being extremely
gracious to Merkel
Back to the story:
• After they saw the life forms in their true reptilian shape: skin walkers as per Native Americans they walked back through the coat room to the Black Mesa in New Mexico [south of Sante Fe]
• Rama picked up some boji stones – teeny weeny mushroom shaped stone; have a good energy
• Rama asked again about the bigger story: Rama Mu said she could not say exactly when, but that the

reptilian collaborators [all the republicans and their minions, the 4th Reich] are extremely
uncomfortable, meaning they have trouble keeping their human form; know the gig is up; know they
are trapped; are nervous and jerky
• It is hard for people who have love as a modus operendi to understand what these ones are going
through as all they do is kill; constantly try to get things over others, etc etc; cause people tp vote
against their best interests – they need chaos & war to sustain themselves.
• A good example is McCain tonight: he is accusing Angleca Merkel and Berlin of being
overshadowed by the military - industrial complex – what he is mad about is they don't want to get
behind creating another war!
• The gov of Oklahoma is real piece of work: reptilian at its best;
• also Senator Coburn of OK – happy about no minimum wage at the national level!

BBS
Mother Sekhmet
In the Light of the Most Radiant One, and In the Office of the Christ and only in the Office of the Christ, we
invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame
T: We ask for a deepening of our faith, a greater experience of hope, extending our divne compassion,
patience, perseverance, determination as we move through this time of great change
Greetings in the light of the Most Radiant One!
The energies are indeed hot! It is about the love pouring forth from the centre of the Milky Way Galaxy
to all life no matter whether it is - in a petri dish or in the ocean: all life is sacred at this time.
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• We ask about these changes: old world taking a tumble out of here: we are in Sat Yuga & things are
different here: change is the order of the day and it is only about love: how can I be an instument of
thy peace this day: what good deeds can I do to change this story?
• And it changes for all times and all space wherever space you are int: it is one interesting dance
to behold and to love each moment of it.
• This is the test for what we have asked ourselves how deep we want to into this story - all the way:!
we began it and we end it now with love: “i'm declaring peace”. It is that answer to all the issues
that represent what we have come to at this crossroads
• it is taking the quantum leap; walking through that tunnel was a bit of a challenge today because
you can feel the frequencies shift radically to the dimensions.
• Keep an open heart, a pure mind: focus only on what more must I do to help this story move
along its way which is called “change for the better”?
• It is indeed happening – blessed are the children who have answered the cry of this planet; it is
the Indigo and indigo crystals who have answered, and the heros and the prophets that have said
now is the change that has to do with this Sat Yuga.
• The children who are here and are between a few days old and 6 months old and even those who have
come in the last 5 years have said “No matter what, we are here to change the story”. And now it is
happening – we might have to look between the forest to see the trees yet it IS happening – it is
only about “How much more may I be of service in this cosmic leila about love?”
T: there happens to be something after Bill Maher's show, a segment called Vice that Bill co-directs
• Tonight it is from Kazikstan where nuclear testing has going on for decades, as a result, many
repercussions of the radiation: Kids being born with unbelievalbe deformaties, some even without a
brain
Mo: It has to do with souls who have come in and are determined to make a radical statement about being
awake and awareness – it is a shift in the tone!
T: Also helps us become aware of how much Bill Maher knows, as he is the exec producer of this kind of
stuff
Mo: helps with the decisioon to say no nukes in the current Ukraine situation
• Yet for decades decades decades, this has been going on – since Fat Man and Little Boy were
detonated; and Oppenheimer went a little cuckoo in the end: Einstein told him the reamifications of
what he did, and he went ahead anyway – nukes were referred to as the Gourd of Ashes in the
Hopi Prophecy i
T: O died recently and, before he left, he said he was totally bereft by what he had done
Mo: There are no nukes, no dates – yet it is only about how I may be of service to the One, to Love – that
sagna will shift your reality and bring in what breaks the set, which is shattering and consuming all
that is not of the Office of the Chirst
• Since we are already in the Office of the Chirst, that which is not serving the energies deletes
itself:and these ones who are doing things – we do not need to push any buttons – they simply look
at each other and the fur goes up. They are bereft of forgiving self
• When you go to bed at night and know you may have killed 2 or 3 million or how many life forms:
how can you sleep with yourself without sedation or you go into a coma to deal with the feelings
because you are so f***** up – not a very nice life to live, in spite of having billions.
T: One day it's here, the next it's gone with this change that are here
Mo: Is it a cosmic day and a night of Brahma: no; it is instantaneous because the people have spoken
and said not in thy name shall this be done
• it is over and in the next moment, understand that it takes a village to do this – a butterfly flaps its
wings in California, there is a tsunami in Sai pan –
• It is the morphogenic field that is changing everyone's stuff & reality to that place where
forgiveness, love, respect, thanks, praise – it is how we do this so that you may be one of the mass
murderers of the Thule Society: understand it is only about choosing a path
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T: asks if Mother is saying the Thule Society did bad things too?
Mo: • The Thule Society was instrumental in invoking Lucifer into Hitler – he was a direct clear channel
and when they gave him drugs, it opened his up so Jehovah could step in and say OK I want the
Arc of the Covenant; we are going to play
• They used advanced technology they stole from the ETs to do this
T: so it is the same thing still going on
Mo: one side of the pond, the other side of the pond – the same thing – they also used ceremonial high
magik of Alistari Crowly, all the rituals of high ceremonial magick, to invoke the sacred seals and
the jinn, the life forms that are here from the tiniest pixies to the Archangelic realms that said they
would listen to Vader.
• It is over, we are in Sat Yuga; welcome and well met – yet we are watching [the dregs play out]
T: Mike Papantonio was going over this on The Big Picture [thom Hartman's show]: on RT and The Journal
People are digging deep into the pharmaceuticals, killing machines
It is important that this come full front and be heard: 850 million people listen to the Journal in
Europe and the Middle East, it is on PBS in the States now.
Mo: they say some things but not all: we gotta tweak the satellites and urge them to do their thing! Give
them a little poke – or maybe we have to speak to the Captain and say isn't it about time for you to
do what you've gotta do? Yet he's the captain of the forces here, and it's his perogative – yet we
can urge him . . .
T: talks about rising cost of the Euro against the dollar – it may be fake, maybe, but still crazy
Mo: not waiting until 2016: 9 weeks now the market has been fake, zeroed out – they are only playing
with toilet
paper!
T: it was zeroed out in 2008 in Bank of International Settlements
Mo: love the feelings coming up – the bankers will get their just due
T: There are people in the streets all over the country screaming for a raise:
Mo: the inequality – wjhere 40 men control the currency on the planet – does not make sense
T: and they are on purpose just deleting all the work that makes things better
• Gov Fallin of Oklahoma: if you go solar, you get taxed!
Mo: like giving the finger to Mr Obama because he wants to go green
T: not passing the minimum wage was because they don't like the black man in the white house, voted
against minimum wage
• The socialist state councillor in Seattle, WA brought up the $15 / hour – first steps
MO: On the Ed show today, as the job market - a spear is being poked into whomever is in charge of that
story: we will get to $22/hour – she remembers when those working at GM in the 60s got $55 hour
to build cars and it was backed by gold
• People will get with the program; we are stepping not just into universal economics where things
get levelled out, but also into interplanetary markets and inter galactics. There are worlds where
diamonds, emeralds wash up on the shores – it is not about greed, it is these are precious gems
that come out of the oceans and bring the healing properties of earth, air, fire water – all the
creations of god, goddess, all that is, is just saying Now is the time; Now is the reign of the
Goddess.
T: Rana Mu would not even comment on it [ Michelle Obama as Pres]
Mo: yet she knows she must lead all her people
• Ziggy Marley does wear the ring of Solomon; there are folks listening who know what that means
• It is about the return of the energies of King Solomon & the frequencies of what that represents
T: there are some people who say he was a diabolical character
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Mo: he was a black man and there were issues, but now things have balanced, and no issues about
kundilini activations.
• So many wonderful things happening in the midst of Mad Max beyond Thunderdome – we are
watching it in 3D, 5D livng colour- how we go through this is about love!
T: tomorrow is World Press Freedom Day
Mo: we need freedom of the press – it is a first amendement right; net neturality on the internet
T: there is a company [from HK] that has challenging all media networks; 70 journalists killed last year
Mo: it is taking your life in your hands to be a journalsit today
T: “Years of living dangerously”, the environmental issues: Brad Pitt and Brad Freedman went into Syria to
film a segment – almost got killed just for going there.
Mo: Assaud is a bit out there because of us, the US, the west as the great Satan; Israel was out there too
T: the story of the Sarin gas was proved not to be the same as what was stored in Syria! There was also
cholirine
• we know it gets worse before it gets better: are we there yet?
Mo: We are there! We could cry oceans of tears for what has happened lately: the angel of Death is
doing what he has to do & at the same time, there are souls that have made choices – and the sun
shines on everyone and makes no choices
T: about George Clooney – has been dating all kinds of women; now engaged to from Beriut, Lebanon – an
accomplished human rights lawyer [Assange, former Ukraine PM]
Mo: he knows which way the wind blows: that Islam is not the evil but the fake country called Israel
• The real story is Palestine
• Over here, Turtle Island: North Amexim; South Amexim – black is beautiful.
• When we lost the melanin in our skin, we lost our memory – it was a tribal energy
T: we have no memory of being anything but being the bullies in the world
Mo: it has to do with the manilpulation of us by our wayward children who had their way with us and then
spit us out! That is the rub
• A row [giant fuss] will not help matters; it is about forgiveness and respect. When we dip into the
dark side all the way, there is no turning back.
Mo: Odessa, Ukraine had a big fire – result of the fighting; also 2 helicpoters down – but NO NUKES!
Stories are infinitum about what next
T: South Sudan, agreeing to have talks between North & South; fear of complete famine may be behind this
Mo: next week, John Kerry has to appear before Darryl Issa
T: Issa was crying this week about losing governorship of Califfornia to Schwarznegger
Mo: was also a porn star who ran for governor: it takes all kinds to speak truth to power,
• only in that context, what we have here for a few moments in this cosmic reality – this republic is
about we the people, power to the people – this is how we make it.
T: a lady from Lebanon – she was from the home city of Clooney's fiance; a lot of Lebanese don't like a
celebrity from the west stealing their Lebanese women;
• yet a writer said it may help reduce the sectarianism in Lebanon and create love between the
people – it is a marriage that may bring a dream of peace to the Middle East.
• Never imagine that you can do your mission, have a heart of gold and the love of your live
Mo: Life is so precious and, at the same moment it is changing in the reality where we move through the
dimensions into the higher frequencies: can we not see that to forgive those who put us under
undue realities that we cannot begin to share – yet we are creator gods here: we know how deep
the story goes and love is the answer.
T: the railways – control centre was seized and all the trains in eastery Ukraine have been stopped 2014, May 2
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nobody gets to travel in Central Ukraine.
• An envoy of Putin will travel to SE Ukraine to discuss the release of the OSCE monitors who are being

held in jail in Slovanks; Merkel called Putin and they have an agreement that such things are
against human rights Mo: Obama, Putin, Merkel – know about NO NUKES. - and at the same time as we create the light cities,
let it begin with me!
T: the crux of the ukrainian thing: a spokesman for putin in Moscow said it felt like they had killed off the
Geneva Accord by killing off their own people
• Greetings in the light of the Most Radiant One: kadoish, Kadoish, Kadoish

Rama: has been in the Fortress of Solitude, looking in the crystals, concerning the hearts of these ones
playing the brinkmanship games – it is huge because it affects millions.right now
• His small way to change this is by being a voice that says “Im declaring peace; let it begin with me”
• Right now, what the masters and the beings of light are saying is that the ones playing the games in the
Ukraine are playing for keeps and we need to focus so many kinds of frequencies of balance and
peace until that situation calms down
• Patti Cota-Robles says it will be a humdinger this month: the Grand Cardinal Cross and the 2
eclipses set the cycle in motion, and there is no turning back: we are a global village now
• There are things happening with Randi Rhodes who will probably be off air by May 16 th
• Keith Olberman will know when to come back – it will be about revealing the Koch Bros and all the bad
boy players in this game; the layers behind the layers - Randi Rhodes said it well: Mitt Romney
may be Lucifer – but he looks like a tired, hurt old man – that lifeform is vicious!
Audio: Bill Maher
May 02, 2014
Guests include: Karim Abdul-Jabbar, Ziggy Marley, Walter Kirn, Gavin Newsom, Monica Mehta.
For the National Football League player formerly known as Karim Abdul-Jabbar, see Abdul-Karim al-Jabbar.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar

Abdul-Jabbar (middle) against the Boston Celtics in the late 1980s.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (born Ferdinand Lewis Alcindor, Jr.; April 16, 1947) is a retired American
professional basketball player who played 20 seasons in the National Basketball Association (NBA) for the
Milwaukee Bucks and Los Angeles Lakers. During his career as a center, Abdul-Jabbar was a record sixtime NBA Most Valuable Player (MVP), a record 19-time NBA All-Star, a 15-time All-NBA selection, and an
11-time NBA All-Defensive Team member. A member of six NBA championship teams as a player and two
as an assistant coach, Abdul-Jabbar twice was voted NBA Finals MVP. In 1996, he was honored as one of
the 50 Greatest Players in NBA History. NBA coach Pat Riley and players Isiah Thomas and Julius Erving
2014, May 2
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have called him the greatest basketball player of all time.[1][2][3][4][5]
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kareem_Abdul-Jabbar

ZIGGY MARLEY
Audio: Max Keiser

Ziggy Marley performing in 2007.

2014, May 1

[KR595] Keiser Report: Copyright Cartel Takeover

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=KZh1YfFTNDY
We discuss the pawnshop for gazillionaires, the Asia pivot as opium war 2.0 and the fact
that should the Fukushima of Jamie Dimon’s derivatives book meltdown, and then TPP
nations will not be able to do anything to try to stop it. In the second half, Max interviews
Dan Collins of the China Money Report about the ‘China containment strategy’ that is the
‘Asia Pivot’ and TPP as the economic arm of that strategy.
Audio: Mike Papantonio discussing rogue corporations that kill people to make profit
In for Thom tonight...please welcome America's Lawyer Mike Papantonio, Ring of Fire Radio
http://www.thomhartmann.com/tv
NEED TO KNOW: Drugs, Lies and Big Pharma - David E. Haynes, The Cochran Firm DC
BEST OF THE REST: Exposed-Wisconsin Voter ID Sham! Brad Friedman, The Brad Blog
Full Show 5/2/14: Benghazi, Benghazi, Benghazi!

• RT

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=PSp13JgajC

Guest host Mike Papantonio is in for Thom Hartmann tonight and discusses how the Supreme Court
continues to treat corporations like people with Attorney David Haynes, how Democrats will likely...
- See more at: http://www.thomhartmann.com/bigpicture/full-show-5214-benghazi-benghazibenghazi#sthash.ct9k8aYw.dpuf
Reading:

Learning Cherokee Ways - The Ywahoo Path by The Venerable Dhyani
Ywahoo (May 29, 2012)

Closing: Rainbird
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